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Integrated Positioning with Multi-
constellation

Enhancing system redundancy and reliability.
Getting higher accuracy than using a single 
constellation.
Increasing the coverage of space and time to 
realize continuous navigation.
providing wide-area and real time precise 
positioning service.
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Integrated Positioning with Multi-
constellation

high accuracy differential navigation
autonomous precise navigation
precise navigation for airplane
establishing maintenance of time and frequency
marine management
precise measurement, etc.



Benefits of Multi-constellation
Case in Cities
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Integrated Positioning with Multi-
constellation

Key techniques:
Integrated receiving antenna technology of high precision 
Base band signal processing technology for multi-system 
and multi-frequency.
Coordinate and time precise conversion technology 
among GPS/GLONASS/COMPASS/GALILEO and data 
fusion technology, including integrated positioning 
technology, autonomous  integrity monitoring technology 
with multi-constellation. 



DOP Analysis for Multi-constellation
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DOP Analysis for Multi-
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DOP analysis for Multi 
constellations

GPS+COMPASS constellation

(cut angle：5°)

GPS



GALILEO+COMPASS

(cut angle：5°)

GALILEO constellation GALILEO+COMPASS constellation



COMPASS+GPS+GALILEO

(cut angle：5 °)



COMPASS (cut angle 30 °)
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GPS+COMPASS

(cut angle：30 °)



COMPASS+GALILEO

(cut angle：30 °)



COMPASS+GPS+GALILEO

(cut angle：30 °)



COMPASS+GPS+GALILEO 
(cut angle：40 °)



To sum up, two main advantages when the multi-
constellation is used in navigation:
1:User accuracy can generally be improved 
dramatically. 
2:In some special environments, such as city 
canyons, the navigation and positioning still work.



COMPASS’s contribution in multi-
constellation interoperablility

In addition, COMPASS can offer services of regional 
communication and position reporting.
It can be widely applied in aeronautical and maritime 
search and rescue.
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Wide-area and Real Time Precise 
Positioning

The wide-area and real time precise positioning 
service will be augmented by integrating the 
techniques such as  real time data positioning, 
internet and satellite communication which result in 
positioning accuracy of 1 meter in China. 
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Next step

(1) Realizing service sharing of real time data in China by 
combining the existing real time reference stations . 
(2) Increasing reference stations to satisfy the higher precision 
requirement of ionosphere grid.
(3) Developing key techniques and receivers with multiple modes 
and multiple frequencies with high precision.



Conclusion
Integrated navigation with multi-constellation will 
improve the coverage remarkably in cases of high 
cut angle, such as in cities. 
The geometric strength of combined constellation 
will be greatly improved in China.
Support and participate in the international activities 
of compatibility and interoperability for multi-
constellation actively.



Thanks for your attention!


